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Viking Vengeance Book Two

Can a mere Viking break the curse of a sea god?

Cursed by the sea god Ægir to be burned at the stake, Lady Nyssa seeks the one man who can save her--the
warrior who bears the mark of the Saracen. When she finds a Viking warrior wounded and senseless on a
beach, she knows he is her savior. But Ægir's wrath extends to others in her life as well. He's killed her father
and stepmother, turned her stepbrother into a mountain lion, and imprisoned her people. And worse, he's
cursed any man who lays with her to have his manparts wither and die.

Konáll has traded coin a-plenty to gain a wife with lands, the daughter of the King of Moray. He expects a
refined, comely, trainable damsel, not a doomed warrior princess with the strength of a giantess who cannot
bear the touch of a man. But once he learns more about this woman who speaks to talking mountain cats and
hides as a peasant among the rabble, he cannot deny his feelings. There's more than one way to breech a
maidenhead, and if teaching her the ways of a woman's pleasure with a carved ivory dildo is what it takes to
make her his, then he's more than happy to challenge the wrath of a god...
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From reader reviews:

Richard Stratton:

This Death Blow book is simply not ordinary book, you have after that it the world is in your hands. The
benefit you receive by reading this book is usually information inside this book incredible fresh, you will get
details which is getting deeper you actually read a lot of information you will get. That Death Blow without
we realize teach the one who looking at it become critical in thinking and analyzing. Don't become worry
Death Blow can bring once you are and not make your case space or bookshelves' turn out to be full because
you can have it in your lovely laptop even mobile phone. This Death Blow having excellent arrangement in
word and layout, so you will not experience uninterested in reading.

Lewis Skinner:

People live in this new moment of lifestyle always aim to and must have the spare time or they will get wide
range of stress from both way of life and work. So , when we ask do people have extra time, we will say
absolutely indeed. People is human not really a robot. Then we consult again, what kind of activity do you
possess when the spare time coming to you of course your answer can unlimited right. Then ever try this one,
reading guides. It can be your alternative with spending your spare time, the particular book you have read is
actually Death Blow.

Leona Hicks:

Beside that Death Blow in your phone, it can give you a way to get more close to the new knowledge or
details. The information and the knowledge you can got here is fresh from your oven so don't end up being
worry if you feel like an previous people live in narrow town. It is good thing to have Death Blow because
this book offers for your requirements readable information. Do you occasionally have book but you don't
get what it's all about. Oh come on, that wil happen if you have this within your hand. The Enjoyable set up
here cannot be questionable, like treasuring beautiful island. So do you still want to miss the item? Find this
book along with read it from today!

Laura Buscher:

Don't be worry when you are afraid that this book may filled the space in your house, you will get it in e-
book way, more simple and reachable. This particular Death Blow can give you a lot of pals because by you
looking at this one book you have point that they don't and make a person more like an interesting person.
This book can be one of a step for you to get success. This e-book offer you information that might be your
friend doesn't understand, by knowing more than different make you to be great individuals. So , why
hesitate? Let us have Death Blow.
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